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Trustees to decide Capehart sale
idweek
ather
Tuesday
Improving, partly cloudy, highs in
the 50's. with 20 per cent chance of
showers.
Wednesday
Fair, high in the 50's, low in the
30's
Thursday
Cloudy (again?), chance of rain
(What else is new?), high in the
50's, low in the 30's.

What's
on

The UMO-ovk ned and operated Capehart Housing Development will go on sale
Dec. 2 if the Board of Trustees approve a
proposal to be submitted by the university, Vice President Jack Blake told the
Council of Colleges Monday.
And President Howard R. Neville hinted
the plan to sell the development will be
indirectly associated with a proposal for
additional student housing to be submitted to the trustees at the same meeting.
Neville pointed out that income from the
sale will go to the Super-U general fund
and that UMO will not attempt to play that
revenue against a housing expenditure
before the Board. He added, however, "I
hope the trustees will see the relationship" between the two proposals.
The president also said if UMO "can
realize all or part of the proceeds, it would
help offset economic conditions which
might be prohibitive as far as any new
student housing is concerned." The

Tuesday. Oct. 14
SANDWICH CINEMA—"Foxfire". North
Lown Room, Memorial Union. Noon.
VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY—Maine vs.
Colby, UMPG. Alumni Field. 3 p.m.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY—Guest Speaker.
FFA Room, Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
SPECTATOR CLUB—Host Wes Evans. 8
Kell St.. speaker Jim Clark. 7 p.m.
ANONYMOUS—Open
ALCOHOLICS
Meeting. MCA Center. 8 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE—"The Importance of
Being Earnest," Hauck Auditorium. 8:15
p.m.

trustees have final authority on the
distribution of funds from the system's
general fund, whatever the source of the
revenue.
Blake told the faculty senate he hired a
real estate appraiser to determine the
value of the development, which UMO has
managed since it purchased the land as
part of the deal involving acquisition of
Banger Community College land and
buildings from the federal government.
Sale of the project was recommended
originally by James B. Longley's 1973
Maine Management and Cost Survey
panel because it found the operation was
losing money, that it required a hired
manager, and that it was not compatible
with the university's mission.
The Council also briefly debated and
rejected the first student academic appeals procedure statement suggested by
the Academic Affairs Committee for
inclusion in the Student Handbook.

Court vindicates patrolman
in civil rights violation suit
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In the suit, Cham asked the court to
The enrollment in UMO Reserve Officer
VARSITY SOCCER—Maine vs. Bates,
assess $50,000 in damages against the
Training Corps (ROTC) is up from 101
Alumni Field. 2:30 p.m.
university and the two policemen. Cham,
cadets last year to 160 this year, an
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Chandler said he found the judge's
no one should be forced into ROTC. UMO
IDB MOVIE—"There's a Girl in My
ruling—that Bunting was "without fault"
wants "self-motivated" individuals for
Soup". 130 Little Hall. 8 and 10 p.m.
—"quite heartening."
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indicate
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Chandler also
people who will benefit most from it. he
Being Earnest", Hauck Auditorium. 8:15
glad the university decided to fight the
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suit, as it allowed the court to vindicate
UMO Women are also attracted by the
-102
urtNGout-of-co
"An
MEETI
n.
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SENAT
the
NT
STUDE
opportunities available in ROTC. The
settlement was discussed at one time," he
Murray Hall. 6:30 p.m.
enrollment of females in ROTC program
stated.
reflects this, up from 16 last year to 25
According to the police lieutenant. "the
year.
this
"
covered
16
Thursday. Oct.
university insurance would have
FENCING CLUB—Lengyl Gym. 6-8:30

1
1 4

p.m.
FORNIGHTLY FORUM—"Land of Plenty:
Use and Abuse of Natural Resources",
MCA Center. 7 p.m.
1D13 MOVIE—"There's a Girl in My
Soup". 100 Nutting Hall. 7 and 9:30 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE—"The Importance of
3eing Earnest." Hauck Auditorium. 8:15
3.m.
rHURSDAY CLUB—"Color it Green",
iouseplant discussion and plant swap,
3angor Room. Memorial Union. 8 p.m.
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS--Debate on
the pros and cons of nuclear energy. 153
Barrows Hall. 8 p.m.

news •
briefs
Jeff W.Raynes of Wilton. Me., a senior
speech major, became the received the
first Student Service Award from the
General Alumni Association during halftime ceremonies of the Maine-New Hampshire football game Saturday. Raynes.
received the award from GAA president
Gordon I. Erikson for his record of
accomplishments in both university and
alumni activities.
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ROTC numbers
rise 60 per cent
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The suggested policy would have
published the unwritten policy now practiced according to Prof. Eugene
Mawinney, who presented the committee report. But several faculty members,
as well as Student Affairs Vice President
Arthur Kaplan expressed concern that
present policy does not adequately provide
student recourse for changes and allegations made by professors of unethical
conduct, such as cheating or plagiarism.
The present policy takes an unresolved
student complaint from the professor
involved to the chairman of the department involved. It then is passed to the
dean of the college (in writing) and finally
to the vice president for academic affairs.
The policy leaves any final grade determination, in any event, with the professor,
if a student's complaint involves grading.
Kaplan pointed out that action by the
university discipline officer and studentfaculty discipline committee can only be
originated by faculty and administrators,
and if a student wishes to contest a
cheating charge and resultant course
failure he must depend on the professor
making the charge for access to the
disciplinary' board. "students should have
access to the disciplinary board." said
Philosophy Department Chairman Stephen
Weber, and several council members
agreed.
A motion to recommit the report and
resolution to the committee for furthur
policy study was passed with negative
votes from only Prof. Earl M.Beard and
Academic Vice President James Clark,
who defended the original policy, saying
he wanted to "avoid the hearing committee route," of student appeals. Clark said
that during his seven years in his position
here only three students' appeals have
reached him.
Two resolutions passed by the Council's
elected faculty members at a special
meeting Sept. 15 were ratified unanimousily at the Monday meeting by the
full council. One dealt with establishment
..nd
of a council committee to cons
advise President Neville in the determination of budget priorities.
The second ratified resolution charged
the council with formulating a "policy
statement of the qualitative standards
central to the questions of accountability,
work-load, and related issues." Prof.
William Pease explained the resolution
deals with the "qualitative side of faculty
performance" to balance current "quanitative" evaluations of performance statistics and publications, he said. Chairman
Jane Pease will appoint a committee to
write prospective guidelines for qualitative
evaluations.

10 cents
Here are two SUPER WAYS IC, get
that message to either that special
girl, boy or enemy in your life Or
to sell that car, stereo, or textbook
Maine Campus Classified and
Personal Ads send your message
with efficiency and economy to all
the students, faculty. and staff here
at UMO
Classifieds are 10c per word, per
Perissue, payable in advance
sonals are only 5c per word, per
issue. 50c minimum, also payable in
PLEASE, ads that sell,
advance
solicit, or are used for any business
NOT Personals
are
purposes
Please come to 106 Lord Hall by
for
Wednesday at 4 00 p m
Friday s paper, or by Sunday at 4 00
p.m for Tuesday's paper to place
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Faculty flight: a drain of'lifeblood'
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To compliment last Friday's (Oct. 101 'jobs while they are here, they are
spending less time teaching, researching,
presentation of the views of 13 former
or doing what they were originally hired to
UMO faculty employees who left to
do.
receive higher salaries at other jobs, the
Neville explained the Board of Trustees
Campus Faculty Flight Crew collected
has full say in the salary issue, which has
statementsfrom several UMO administrabeen made top priority for fiscal year
tors on the subject offaculty flight. These
statements follow in Part Two of The, 1976-1977. He said he is "convinced there
will be salary and wage adjustments made
.Faculty Flight Log.
next year", yet he admitted he doesn't
know how or where the Board of Trustees
In his convocation address on Jan. 28,
1974, UMO President Howard R. Neville
will get money to make these adjustments.
said, "According to linear projections
Dr. Micheal Zagata, assistant professor
prepared by my staff, UMO-UMB will
of wildlife, said although Neville's conhave to increase the average compensavocation address helped the faculty's
tion paid to faculty by nine to ten per cent
morale, because of the overall economic
each year between now and 1980, in order
situation, the. state legislature did not
to achieve the projected median of the
support the president's plan.
other five New England universities."
Zagata is leaving the university in
December to work for the National
Monies used for salary increases must
Wildlife Society in Washington, D.C. He
will be earning more money, but saud
come from either state taxes or increased
he attributed his decision to leave to
student tuition. Although student tuition
personal reasons, rather than his salary.
has been increased, little money is
available for wage increases, since it has
Zagata feels people must realize
"change isn't necessarily bad". Some
been used for operational costs. Faculty
replacements may prove to be well
salaries were increased only 5 per cent in
qualified people, he said, who will
1974, and they were not increased at all
this year.
contribute a lot to the campus. The
problem develops when full professors are
Neville said recently that unless somereplaced by assistant professors who do
thing is done to increase salaries, "we will
not have as much experience.
lose as ma.ny people as this year—if not
According to Zagata, salaries offered at
more—next year". He feels the loss of so
the University of Maine fall within the
many faculty members has adversely
bottom tenth percentile of those offered at
affected the quality of education at UMO
universities across the country.
in the following ways:1) The university
This feeling of concern regarding
has lost many good people, and there's no
faculty flight and salaries has spread
way of knowing if their replacements will
across the campus. Gordon Haaland, dean
be as good; 2) a morale problem has
of Arts and Sciences, said this is a
developed among university faculty and
"critical year."
staff; 3) if faculty or staff are looking for

Three plead nobo contendere
to charges in District Court
students pleaded nobo
Two UMO
contendere to charges of simple assault.
Friday. in Third District Court. Bangor.
The students. Joseph P. Rakowski and
Stanley La Pointe. were arrested by
campus police Sept. 21 in connection with
a fight at the Sigma Chi fraternity. At the
time. both were charged with highly
aggravated assault, a felony.
Rakowski and La Pointe appeared in
court Sept. 22 and received a continuance
until Friday, whet' both pleaded nobo
contendere to the reduced charge of
simple assault, which is a misdemeanor.
Their nobo contendere plea is the
equivalent of an admission of guilt.
subjecting them to punishment. but
allowing them the possibility to deny the
alleged facts in other proceedings.
They were assessed $100 each in court
costs with the charges being filed.
meaning charges and the plea will not
appear on their records.
Richard C. Dalzell of 3 Frost Lane,
Orono, also pleaded nobo contendere.
Friday, in Third District Court to a charge
of larceny. He was arrested on 'Sept. 22
after he allegedly took a 10-speed bicycle
form Kennebec Hall Sept. 21. He was
assessed $100 in court costs with the'
charges being filed.

Later in the weekend, police issued a
criminal summons to Stuart R. Nye of
Corinna. Me.. for allegedly taking a fire
extinguisher from York Hall.
According to Lt. Charles Chandler,
Augusting Bombard, on foot patrol in
York complex early Saturday morning.
"observed the (alleged) theft of the
extinguisher and stopped the motor
vehicle he was leaving in."
The extinguisher is valued by police at
$35.
Michael Yannone of 319 Stodder Hall
reported to police. Sunday morning that a
17 foot canoe was taken from the top of his
car sometime during the previous night.
The $650 canoe, belonging to the
Student Activities Office, was tied to the
roof of Yannone's vehicle, which was
parked in Stodder Hall parking lot.
Police are also looking for a 16 karat
gold watch which was taken from the
women's bathroom on first floor Dunn
Hall Sunday.
Chandler said Paul Miles of 101 Dunn
Hall reported that his mother, Dorothy
Miles of Springfield, Ma., left the watch
on the sink in the bathroom when she
washed her hands. When she returned to
get the $225 watch, it was gone, Chandler
said.

"I don't think the faculty is asking to be
specially treated," he explained. "But
people can't continue being second best."
He added that he thinks the legislature
is interested in helping the university out,
but the state is faced with a poor
economy.
"If nothing is done about faculty
salaries," Haaland said, "we will lose the
young and middle-aged,experienced, good
people who are the important lifeblood to
the university. We will be left with a
quality and morale problem.
Franklin P. Eggert, outgoing dean of
the graduate school, also emphasized
quality.
—Some programs," he said, will have
less leadership because we can never
replace the people who left with equivalent experience. This delays us two years
or longer in getting the program back to
its original quality."
Eggert added he sees a trend developing and "the possibility exists that we will
lose certain graduate programs. But, more
important," he explained, "we could lose
the title of this schcol as a university."
Jane Pease, associate professor of
history and chairman of the Council of
Colleges, said she is very concerned about
the faculty salary and faculty flight
situation.
"We must keep Maine ,a quality
institution, which is hard to do if you have
the lowest salaries in the University of
Maine system."
She said the faculty who remain will
logically conclude that there are no
rewards here for excellence and will
eventually leave,
"Once we lose quality faculty, the
quality of the students who attend UMO
will decline as well," Pease explained.
Pease said it would not benefit the
university to pursue the present salary
policy. She added that once the process
starts with key people leaving, it will take

This week ...
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a long time to build up the quality again to
its previous level.
"An example of this would be research
people," she explained. "They have
brought money to the university and they
have many valuable contacts. To lose
them would mean losing the vital interchange of information and ideas which a
university needs."
Dr. James Clark, vice president of
academic affairs, summed up his feelings
by saying "I wish there was a way to
communicate the seriousness of the
problem."
He added he is hopeful the situation
would be corrected because he "can't
conceive of another year like this one."
"The people who leave here for other
jobs are the ones who are competitive, and
have excelled in teaching which makes
then attractive to other institutions."
Clark explained. "So we lose the more
'visible' people----the ones who go to
conferences or deliver papers. These are
the people institutions look for."
"This brings us to the basic problem--we stand to lose quality people which in
turn lowers the quality of the school."
in our next edition, Friday Oct. 17. the
Campus will wrap up the Faculty Flight
Log with a discussion of possible and
probable solutions to the salary dilemma'
facing UMO. We will also take a look at
the work ofChancellor Patrick McCarthy's
hand-picked Salary Study Group.
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Collective bargaining:boon or bind to employees?
The issue of collective bargaining hasn't
drifted across the pages of the Campus
recently—not since last spring, in fact, when
the collective bargaining bill(LD 827) was under
consideration and finally passed the 107th
Legislature.
But that doesn't mean the issue is dead—not
by any means. It just means that for now, last
semester's uproar over collective bargaining has
died down to a quiet, but steady rumble.
Although the proposal for collective
bargaining by university faculty and classified
employeed was only introduced here as an issue
last winter, members of UMO's faculty,
administration, and student body became
quickly aware of the potential impact that such
bargaining units may have on relations with the
university.
Certain administration sources in touch with

the Campus have expressed concern over the
collective bargaining rights to which university
employees are now entitled. Those sources have
indicated that the formation of system-wide
bargaining units, which would partially dictate
the employee stances on various issues, might
damage present relations between the
university and its employees—permanently.
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arts, and opinion published Tuesdays and Fridays by the
students of the University of Maine at Orono.Editorial
and business officts are located in 106 Lord Hall on the
Orono campus Telephone (207)581-7531.

The impact of collective bargaining has not
escaped student government leaders, either.
According to President Jim McGowan, the

student government is now working on
legislation to "get a student voice in collective
bargaining so that we can make ourselves
heard."
That's not a bad idea, considering the forces
we students will have to contend with once the
collective bargaining units begin operation.
The rumbles of an employee organization
unlike any ever encountered at UMO are
growing louder. We just hope, when the
collective bargaining forces are unleashed, that
the students and the administration are ready.

Keep your Sox on!
It was a tough weekend all around for Maine
sports fans. Lost the football game. Lost the soccer
game, lost the cross country meet.
Worst of all, horror of all horrors—the Sox lost
one.
Yes, the almightly, god-fearing, milk-shake
drinkin' Sox, who humbled the dynastic Oakland
Athletics, fell to defeat in the second game of the
World Series after all us baseball nuts from
Lakeland to Limestone began planning things to
In recent weeks the Maine Campus has received
much negative feedback concerning several
"editorials" which have been published on this
page. The criticism centers around the supposedly
taken by the Campus on varying issues.
However, many of the "editorials" criticized
have, in fact, been commentaries, in which one
individual expressed his (her) viewpoint on a
particular issue. When such commentaries are
published we clearly mark them as such, as well as
afixing the author's name to the piece.
Such a designation is made to clearly seperate
the staff positions taken in editorials from those
individual opinions presented in commentary
form. Thus, a commentary in no way reflects the
position of the Campus staff collectively but
instead serves as an opportunity for the expression
of individual opinions.

Commentary

do alter Wednesday night, when the fourth game
is scheduled.
But wait a minute— whast was it the kid said on
the front page of the Globe? "I'm having fun."
That's right. "I'm having fun."
The kid of course, is Fred Lynn, American
League Rookie of the Year and probably its Most
Valuable Palyer, who was instrumental in bringing
the Sox' Hustle Harmony into this October
madness. And his happiness is understandable.
But here came the Sox, looking to all of us like a
million bucks, even if we thought. they'd fold in
the last two weeks, even if we thought Oakland
would stomp on them like a grungy pair of hose in
a Frisco gutter. They're having fun, and were
having a lot of fun watching them.
"I don't see any reason for people to hang their
heads," said Lynn. "The World Series is a fun
thing, and the pressure shouldn't get to people.
I've been looking forward to this thing for a long
time, and I'm having a lot of fun."
Out of the mouths of babes (and milk-shake
drinkers)comes innocent wisdom. It wouldn't hurt
much if it was adopted all around, especially by
those of us down in the dumps a bit right now
about the Sox' chances in the sereies. It'll be
tough in Cincinnati, but jeeze, we've been looking
forward to this for so long, and we should have
some fun with the Sox, right? So let's keep our
Sox on, and cheer home some champs!

by Betty Bangs7

The Big Apple with a rotten core
1

us. New York is supposed to be one ot the symbols ot
our heritage."
Mayor: "Sorry guy. the bicentenial crap is over. We
sure in hell won't see another 100 years if you don't
give us the money."
Feds. We don't have to give it to you. Besides, it's
your iault you're in this mess. You wouldn't cut back;
this is what you deserve."
Mayor: "But people are just flocking out of the city; we
can't even collect taxes; anyone who still lives here
doesn't have enough money to pay taxes."
Feds: "You'll find a way. After all this has been going
on for the last five years. There's always a way to solve
anything."
Return to city hall
Mayor: "This time we're desperate. No banks will touch
us. the state has declared bankruptcy excluding us, and
the federal government tells us. 'you'll find a way'."
Assistant: "Remember what you said about the mob.
Still considering it????"
even think. . .?
Mayor:"Why not. They got the money. We could save Mayor: "My God, it's the only way out. Come on."
The Contract
face, no default. Everyone's scared that if New York
Consigliori: "The mayor of New York is here to see you
goes so will every other major metropolitian area."
about borrowing the money to help the city out."
Advisor "It's not only the metropolitan areas, look at The Don: "I knew he'd show up here sooner or later.
You're not implying that the Too bad he's waited so long. We'll gain control of the
Massachussetts.••
city and then we'll default. No hold it. WEho gives a
whole city government go underground."
Mayor "Why not, half of it already is. They have damn aBOUT THAT. We're not inheriting that mess,
some pretty good cover up companies anyways. so why and all those debts. We'd go broke."
The interview
not. It would teach the feds a lesson. They won't help
us. the mob certainly will. This city is worth alot cr Mayor: "The city needs money desperately. You're our
last hope. New York is worth slot of money to you, so I
money to them; sure they'll help us."
came to you."
cut
to
If
continue
we
right.
you're
Advisor: "Well,
services, there won't be anything left to offer. Everyone The Don: "You dare say we're your last resort. We
knew that you'd show sooner or later. You want us to
is leaving anyway., so what the hell
lend you a billion dollars. Power you say in government,
Three weeks later
Feds; "We'd like to help you. Do you think we want to hm. tempting offer."
see New York go broke. Man, it doesn't look good on Mayor. "Yes, all the power you want. We just can't let

So Mayor Beame refused to make any reforms in New
York City's budget. and refused to default. The
economic situation went on and on
Fall 1980
Advisor to the Mayor: "The banks jus t won't lend usl
any more money. We can't pay them back anyways.
We've had it this time."
Mayor: "What's the matter with you. We've always
skun out of it somehow for the last five years. Why
worry."
Two weeks later
Advisor: "Oh my God, I just can't believe it. We're still.
going. But we broke the state, she's sunk for sure.
Everyone's going down unless we stop this. Why not
default?"
Mayor: "We've been talking about this for years. No
default. That much is clear. If the feds can't help us.
maybe the loan shark can."
cif*,!he lilac Row could you
Advisor: 'Are

New York default. It would create a tidal wave that
would spread all over the country."
The Don: "A title wave. hi''. Sounds like you reall%
need the money. But why us?"
Mayor: "Nobody is left who will help us. The Congress
won't even consider it. The whole nation refuses: no
bank will touch us. So...."
The Don: — No bank will touch you.."
Mayor: "You're our last hope."
The Don: "You're a bad risk. All those debts would be
bad for business. Owning New York. quite a temting
offer....Let me think about it."
The Next Visit
Mayor: "Your decision? Will you help us?"
The Don: "Help you, no. We will buy the city."
Mayor:"Buy the city you're crazy; we can't go that far.
This is a capitalistic society. You can't but and sell a
city. not in a free country."
The Don: "Those are our only terms. We won't lend
you money. You are irresponsible. Back in '76 you could
have cut back, but you didn't; you just keep borrowing;
trying to keep face, and refusing to default. Now you
can take the consequences."
Mayor: "This is outrageous; we just can't sell the city.
Let's go."
The Don: "Think about it. Default or sell."
Two months later
BULLETIN: NEW YORK EARLY THIS MORNING
NEW YORK CITY DECLARED BANKRUPTCY AND
DEFAULTED ON OVER A BILLION DOLLARS
WORTH OF LOANS. THE ENTIRE CITY GOVERNMENT HAS RESIGNED* "LEAVING THE MESS, TO
ANYONE WHO WILL TAKE IT"
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Picture the world's greatest
races: Lemans, the Indy 500. the
Grand Prix: and now. the Hilltop
Soapbox Derby! Neither Homecoming hangovers or steady rain
dampened the participants' enthusiasm at the first annual event
Sunday afternoon on the road
behind Hilltop complex. It was an
unqualified (if slightly wet) success.
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Rudy Vallee beams with delight
after receiving his pewter stein
during halftime of Saturday's
homecoming football game.

Recipe #/2
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* Add ice to a mixing glass or jelly jar,
depending on your financial situation.
*Pour in 2 oz.of Jose Cuervo Tequila.
* The juice from half a lime.
* 1 tbsp. of honey.
*Shake.
* Strain into a cocktail glass or
peanut butter jar, depending on your
financial situation.
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Yes, they were pushing this big ball down the street with fire
hoses. Ayuh. In the rain. The brothers of Alpha Phi Omega had
a ball blasting back and forth at each other, the wet
wonderment won without worry.

JOSE CUERVO.,TEQUILA 80 PROOF
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY C 1975. HEUBLEIN.INC., HARTFORD. CONN
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by Nicholas DamIris
Oscar Wilde, an Irish-born English
poet, playwright and novelist, died in 1900
at age 46. The Maine Masque Theatre is
opening its 1975-76 season by celebrating
the 80th anniversary of Wilde's play The
Importance of Being Earnest. One of his
most famous plays, created during his
prolific playwriting period of 1890-95,
Wilde wrote it in the short space of three
weeks in the town of Worthing in
England.
Earnest Worthing, one of the characters
in the play, takes his last name from this
town.
Wilde's primary motive for writing the
play was financial, as The Important of
Being Earnest helped him to dig out of a
constant debt. Although his early works

were well received. Wilde built up this
dent because his free lending of money to
friends often left him broke and penniless.
An unusually harsh snowstorm took
place on the play's opening night (Feb.
14, 1895) at St. James' theater in London.
The play was very well receivfd, however.
even by critics who had not liked Wilde's
style previously. Many years after the
opening night one of the actors in that
first cast remarked that in his fifty-three
years of acing he had not seen such a
triumph. Wilde himself was ecstatic about
it.
When someone asked Wilde if he
believed that critics would understand his
play. he answered, "But of course not':
Asked how he would define ideal dramatic

McGowan labels UMOSG
workshop 'very successful'
The 1975 Maine Student Government
and Programming Conference, held last
weekend at Bangor Community College,
was termed "very successful" by UMO
student government president Jim Mcmost
Gowan despite low attendance at
workshops. The three-day conference was
sponsored by the University of Maine
Organization of Student Governments
(UMOSG) in cooperation with the Assocition of College Unions International.
Workshop sessions concentrated on two
main topics: student government and
programming of activities. Carl Pease,
student government rep. from Hannibal
Hamlin -Oak felt the split workshop theory
was very efficient.
"I attended most of the government
procedure sessions and, although attenwell
dance was sparse. they were run very

and the people who did attend got a lot
from them." Pease felt the programming

workshops would be beneficial to student
workers involved in planning low-cost
activities on campus. "They had programs
on operating concerts, lectures, winter
carnivals, and other large campus gatherings that will be helpful in our own future
planning of events," Pease said.
Sessions on the student government
side of the ledger included programs on
student-faculty relations, budgeting,
public relations and publicity, and student
financial aid programs.
UMO student government president
Jim McGowan said that "from a starting
point, the conference was highly successful." He also said that attendance was
lower than they would have liked, adding
that several sessions were canceled when
scheduled speakers failed to show.
"Attendance was low, but the programs
we
were put together very well and

received excellent feedback
people who did attend."

from

the

,
university receives grant
UMO has received a grant of $4,500
under Eastman Kodak Company's 1975
Educational Aid Program. UMO is one of
only two institutions recei% ing direct
grants as a four-year college and as a
school offering an associate degree in
tpplied science. Kodak contributes $250 to
publicly supported institutions for each
undergraduate or graduate year completed by graduates who join the company
within five years after graduation and are
currently in their fifth year of employment.
The grant to UMO. of an unrestricted
nature, is based on the years of study at
UMO by five current KOdak employes,
four who completed four-year baccalaure-

ate programs and one who completed a
two-year associate degree program.

criticism, he replied, "As far as my work
is concerned, as unqualified appreciation."
Wilde's subtitle for The Importance of
Being Earnest is "A Trivial Comedy for
Serious People". In it he makes fun of the
little things in life about which people
sometimes make a fuss. Lines like
"Divorces are made in heaven" or "one
must be serious about something if one
wants to have any amusement in life"
reflect Wilde's personality and social
attitude. Laughter for laughter's sake is a
predominating idea throughout the play.
Maine Masque Theatre has rehearsed
the play for five weeks. Doctor Norman
Wilkinson, director of the production,
related that it was no problem for the cast
to reproduce an upper-calss British accent. Also, because the play was skillfully
written and still retains its original societal
relevance, it was not necessary to alter
any dialogue. The pace is clearly set by
the script in which the comedy moves
briskly. The color settings and costumes,
Shippee
created by Al Byrus and Dawn
respectively, are accented by the music of
Johann Strauss to create an authentic
Victorian aura.

Tim Young seems to enjoy personifying
with.
Wilde as Algernon Moncrieff along
Beng.
Worthi
t
Earnes
as
Judson Crook
cause Linda Rice (Lady Bracknell) and
Ann Fellows (Gwendolen Fairfax) bear a
physical resemblance to each other, they
give credibility to their roles as mother
and daughter. Gail Conboy's energetic
portrayal of Cecily Cardew helps complete
the witty unfolding of the plot. Foner
Curtis (Reverie Chasuble) and Meredith
Goodwin (Miss Prism) add to the comic
effect. Timothy Wheeler and David Ives
typify the portly manners of period
servants.
It is evident that the actors enjoy both
the play and each other.
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Freshmen aid swim teams
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Cross-country record falls
The Maine cross-country team added to
UMO's varsity sports succession of losses
this Homecoming Weekend as they were
nipped on Friday afternoon by the U. of
New Hampshire 24-31.
The highlight of the meet was the
Granite Stater's premiere runner. George
Reed, who broke Gerry LaFlamme's old
record of 23:09, with an outstanding time
of 22:41.
New Hampshire was strong right down
the line as Madden (N.H.) also broke the
course record in a time of 22:57 and
finished second.
LaFlamme was 5 seconds off from
breaking his own record as he finished
third in a time of 23:14. UMO coach Jim
Ballinger noted that Maine had 8 runners
under 24 minutes but added that New
Hampshire had 5 excellant runners. "I

didn't expect them to be as strong as they
were," he said.
The race was an extremely tight one as
there was a time difference of S seconds
between the sixth.place finisher and the
eleventh place finisher. The course was in
good shape and the weather was perfect,
perhaps accounting for the fast pace of the
race.
This is how the top 10 runners finished;
I. Reed (NH) 2. Madden (NH) 3.
LaFlamme (ME) 4. Campbell (ME) 5.
Seekins(ME)6. Crossan (NH) 7. Caruccio
(NH)8. Gelinas (NH)9. Garland (NH) 10.
Skvarch (ME).
Maine's next meet is today, at home
against Colby, UMPG, and UMPI.
Starting time is 3:00 p.m.

Soccer team loses to Wildcats
The Maine booters hosted the New
Hampshire Wildcats in soccer action
Friday, but the Black Bears were unable
to start the sports weekend off optimistically, as the wildcat's sacked them for
another loss. 4-2.
New Hampshire began the scoring
when Johnson took a cross-pass from
Black in front of the goal and put it in the
nets. The Wildcats made it 2-0 when
Smith chipped the ball to lineman Kotch
who headed it into the goal.
With two minutes left in the half,
freshman Craig Conover put Maine on the
score board, when he dribbled past three
UNH men and blasted a shot past the
goalie. Without hesitation, Maine again
pressured the wildcat defense and with

less than a minute to go a scramble in the
New Hampshire goal area allowed Bill
Leithiser to convert a pass by Teddy
Woodbrey into another Maine goal.
The second half saw the Wildcats scory
two unanswered goals. The first came oft
the head of UNH lineman Trotter on a
pass from Davis. The second goal came
within the last ten minutes when a hands
ball out side of the penalty area gave the
Wildcats a direct kick and a resulting goal.
The Black Bears unfortunately could not
tie the game as they had in the first half
and on the final horn. Maine lost its fifth
game of the season against three wins,
and gave them a 1-3 Yankee Conference
record. Maine will meet Bates College on
the home field this Wednesday.

by Bill Wallace
With the swimming season only a
month away, Coaches Alan Switzer and
Jeff Wren have been putting (heir teams
through early-season workouts.
Switzer, head coach of the men's team,
commented on the improvement of his
squad: "We have more balance and depth
in the freestyle events. The backstroke, a
strong event for us last year. has been
further strengthened by the addition of
new swimmers. All around, we have more
depth and better balance than last year's
squad. There should be a lot of hustling
around for jobs."
The UMO coach anticipates that freshmen will play key roles in the team's
Jerry Fiske is an important
success.
addition to the team's breaststroke corps
which made impressive time drops at the
close of last season. Paul Miles, a fine
freestyler, will help the freestyle events
Ritch Palmer is a
100 yds. and up.
swimmer with impressive individual
medley statistics. Brian Peters was the
Maine state champion in the 100 yd.
backstroke last year. Mike Schlier and
Paul Pospisil come to UMaine with little
swimming experience, but should make
important contributions to the team. Jim
Smoragiewicz is an excellent prospect, last
year he was Connecticut champion in the
backstroke and 200-yd. freestyle.

Head coach Jeff Wren sees this year's
talent.
women's team as one filled with
strong
be
will
We
—
depth.
but lacking in
those
in every event, but in several of
r.
swimme
one
only
have
will
events we
l'he coach remains optimistic in evaluating the new freshmen. "These girls
already have a great deal of swimming
experience and won't have to be taught
many fundamentals." informed Wren.
Debbie Radney, Dulcie Cole, Val
Sambrook, and Debbie Angell are the only
veteran swimmers from last year's team.
This means that freshmen will play
essential roles in virtually every event.
Prudie Taylor is a consistent performer in
the distance freestyles. Nancy Kurt and
Denise Small are fine backstrokers. Rey
Fournier, a freestyle sprinter, will help
with both her swimming and leadership
capabilities. Julie Woodcock is a superb
swimmer whose versatility will strengthen
the team in any event. Debbie Lander will
further strengthen UMaine in the diving
events.
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E-7. BOX 2049. Port Angeles, Washingt
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BOXING ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING—
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call
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942-9769 Leave note for Bill.
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r 18 One
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Personals
Groucho.
trees
I wouldn't trade you for all the pea
Siberia You're my candle in the rain.
Scarlet!

111.1
Dearest Macho,
td
Please don't ever forget your whip again
me out for
rather have you abuse me than take
pizza
Yours in sadism
Naomi

Dear Orphelia,
news with
I saw that picture of you in the
thought
flowers in your brilliant red hair. but I
d
deflowere
you would be better off
Jackson

Russ L
Hope
Glad to hear you got your overalls off
Have fun
new things develop well for you
with your camera
Steve
Ah. my font fondling friend,
I do admire the way your fingers handle the
English nine-point, the way you boldly caress
the
the hellos-bold, the way you agilely agitate
long
agate May all your days be filled with
italic fonts
Citoyen
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A crazy movie. Camelot done in
a fun house.- CBS TV
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UNH outlasts Bears 24-15 in 'Injury Bowl'
by Geo Alinasi
Forget the first half. Its the second half
that matters as the Maine Black Bears.
playing before a frenzied Homecoming
crowd of 7500. scored fifteen points and
nearl upset the New Hampshire Wildcats
before finally bowing out 24-15.
New Hampshire. led by Junior Bill
Burnham (79 yards in 29 carries) took
control, both offensively and defensively.
early in the first period and went ahead

Good hands!

17-0 before the jammed crowd had the
chance to get comfortable.
It was a classic case of a Jekyll and
Hyde performance by the Bears when they
turned the game around (perhaps by the
presence of long-time swooner Rudy
Vallee) and put 15 unanswered points on
the scoreboard and narrowed the score to
17-15. But two Mark Etro interceptions
late in the fourth period ended all hopes of
a Black Bear victory.

EXCUSE ME BUDDY! It seems evident that Butch
Emerson (12) is getting roughed up, but unfortunately for the Black Bears, the refs missed this call.
rhett wiehutd

- NLIA1 ITALIC SET
rFL7kTILI
Contairls t fOtIntainfen,fivc
11 NIL- nit;_c, and instruction
rria mut( ad foronly

$5.00...

.4t art tnaterta(&Inn shops,

Italian it Mexican food

corral( Foot stores...or seruf

Takeouts Available

check to :Penta6c Corp., 132

16 Union St., Bangor
9,12-3327

west 22 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10011

As previously mentioned before. the
Wildcats, playing excellant football, gave
the pigskin to Senior Dan Losano who
rambled 28 yards in three carries and
UNH finally settled for a 37 yard Dave
Teggart field goal.
In the second period. the Wildcats came
out throwing and quarterback Jeff Allen
unloaded a 45 yard bomb to flanker Ray
DiPietro (who else?). that brought the
ball to the Maine 31. Alternating his
backs. Allen moved his charges to the
three before Bill Burnham scored the first
of his game high three touchdowns.
Teggarts extra point was good and UNH
led 10-0.
The breaks all went New Hampshire's
way as linebacker Charlie McMahon
blocked Steve Wood's punt and set up the
Wildcat's second touchdown. From seven
yards out. Burnham, sweeping right.
scored again as Jack Leggett was injured
and forced out of action for the remainder
of the day. The conversion was good and
UNH was sitting pretty with a 17-0
halftime lead.
In the second half. Maine came back
strong and with Emerson passing more to
his ends John Dumont and Bill Bruso. the
Black Bears got on the scoreboard with a
41 yard field goal by Mike Hodgson.
filling in for Jack Leggert the regular
place kicker.
UNH. seemingly content to sit back
and wait the storm out, let Maine advance
to the fifteen before a motion penalty and
Emerson's interception stopped the potential drive. Not discouraged in the least.
the Bear defense, minus Scott Shulman
and Jack Leggert. stopped UNH cold on
the following plays and Maine had
possession once more. Emerson, filling in
admirably for the injured Jack Cosgrove.
passed to Peter Keenan and Mike O'Day
before Jim Dumont crashed in from the
four. Walt Abbott's charges elected to
attempt the two point conversion but
Emerson's pass went out-of-bounds
leaving the score at 17-9.
The tempo quickened when Richard
Reed. just re-instated after being declared
ineligible, pounced on fullback John
Buckley's fumble and Jim Dumont, who
gets plenty of action as teams key on the
dangerous Mark DeGregorio. scored from
•17 yards out. This particular game was

called the roughest in 20 years by some
spectators and Dumont was not to be left
out—he was hurt on that scoring play and
subsequently taken out.
The two point conversion was no good
when Emerson fell short and he. too, was
injured and replaced by freshman signal
caller Brian Winters.
That was it for the Bears as Etro
intercepted Winter's first pass and raced
to the Maine 13 before being hauled
With 1:55 left in the game
down.
Burnham scored again and virtually sealed
UNH's victory putting the score at 24-15.
The Wildcat's had another chance to hit
paydirt when Etro pilfered Winter's
second pass and scampered 48 yards to
the five but UNH mentor Bill Bowe let his
team run the clock out and the score
remained at 24-15.
The injury plagued game put a damper
on Maine's chances of repeating as
Yankee Conference Champions by
dropping their inter-conference record to
Maine's next opponent will be
1-3.
Connecticut next Saturday at Alumni field.

Yankee Conference
Conf. All
W-L-T W-L-T
3-0-0 4-1-0
N. H.
2-0-0 4-0-0
UMass
Boston Univ 1-2-0 4-0-0
1-3-0 2-3-0
Maine
Rhode Island 0-1-0 1-4-0
0-1-0 0-4-0
UConn .
-- -

Last year
8,00o women
died ofa
cancer that
can be cured.
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Cancer is not fair. It can
strike anyone. However, the
cancer that can only strike
women, cervical cancer, is
one of the most curable cancers of all. If it's detected
early and treated promptly.
There is a simple test that
can determine if you have
cervical cancer in its earliest
and most curable stage.
It's called the Pap test.
The Pap test is quick, easy,
painless and can help save
your life. Call your doctor
and make an appointment
now.
Last year 8,000 women
died of one of the most curable cancers of all. And they
died needlessly. Because if
every woman had a Pap test
just once a year, cervical
cancer would no longer be a
major threat to women.
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One Somerset resident
abandons eviction fight
by Mike Dostie
Alter three weeks ot appealing a
Residential Life order Somerset resident.
Steve Whorl has decided to move to an
off-campus apartment rather than face
possible court action.
Whorf who along with fellow resident
Kent Coffin refused to vacate his room on
Oct. 9. 1975 explained his decision was
based entirely upon his recent acquisition
of an automobile.
"Before this time, I did not have a car
so I couldn't really live off campus."
Whorl said. "But now, I have a car and
living in an apartment wouldn't be that
bad. It is kind of abrupt, but I guess it's
better than spending next semester and
the rest of this semester in and out of
court.

"As for as being moved around within
the university, if I were going to live on
campus. I'd stay right here where I am
right now. But living off-campus, now,
with a car and everything, that's fine,"
Whorl added.
Although Dean Dwight Rideout's offer
of single rooms containing private baths
w as refused by both students. Whorl
emphasized his decision was personal and
not a reaction to any specific offer from
Residential Life.
"This wasn't their offer," the sopho-

more explained. "I just decided to do this
myself." Whorl said he will receive a
day-by-day room and board refund from
Residential Life and Housing.
Whorr s move leaves Coffin alone
contemplating the decision of whether to
leave Somerset Hall or face possible court
action. Late Thursday night, Coffin remained undecided on whether he would
follow Whorfs example. "I've got a big
decision to make and really can't say
anything at this time," Coffin said.
The Somerset controversy has a long
and elaborate history. Both students were
ordered to leave thei, rooms by Joline
Morrison, assistant director of Residential
Life. on Sept. 22, after they had allegedly
stolen a banana creme pie from the Hilltop
dining complex.
The two students appealed Morrison's
decision to Rideout, dean of student
affairs who denied their request and
ordered them to leave their residences by
4:30 p.m. Oct. 9.
As the deadline passed. Whorl, a
history and political science major, and
Coffin, an engineering physics major,
ignored Rideout's order on the advice of
student government attorney Russ Christensen.
Residentwl Life took no immediate
irewitinueti ors page twos

Record enrollment taxes
housing,teaching facilities
UMO's official enrollment figures for
this semester show a day student count of
9.573, which represents an increase of 285
over 1974, Pres. Howard R. Neville
announced Wednesday.
Figures compiled by Registrar John
Collins show the breakdown of that
number, includes 5,721 men and 3,852
women. The fall 1974 enrollment figure
was 9,288 students.
Neville said he was concerned about the
marked increase in UMO's enrollment this
year on "two counts—because we couldn't
provide acceptable housing, and because
we were unable to add the teaching
element of more teachers to the coleges."

Neville said the increase in enrollment
could be attributed primarily to the fact
that 308 more eligible students returned to
UMO this year than last year. These are
students who were enrolled last year in
the freshmen, sophomore. and junior

classes.
The increased number returning for
classes reflects the larger freshman class
of three years ago. according to Neville,
who also pointed out that many students
who might have taken a year away from
their studies to work, apparently did not
do so because of the scarcity of employCombined day students and
ment.
Continuing Education Division evening
students show a total 1975 enrollment of
11.208 at UMO—as compared to 10.576 in
the fall of 1974.
Collins said the largest enrollment
among the UMO colleges is in the College
of Arts and Sciences, which has a total
student population of 2,878.
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy will
The College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture has the next highest enrollspend today at UMO to "get Acquainted"
ment, with 2,022 in the four-year program
with the university. Pres. Howard R.
and an additional 452 enrollment in
Neville announced Tuesday.
two year programs.
Neville said McCarthy will first meet
The largest increase in enrollment
wth him at 9:30 a.m. for coffee, after
among the colleges was evidenced in Life
which he will spend an hour with Dr. Jane
Sciences and Agriculture where the
Pease, chairman of the Council of
population increased from 2.232 in 1974 to
Coleges. for the discussion with her and
es.
this year. The College of Engincolleagu
2,474
several
eering and Science also showed an
At 11:00 a.m. Chancellor McCarthy will
impressive increase, from 1,003 last year
meet with members of the Maine Campus
a.m.
11:30
at
Then,
to 1.119 this year. Those to tabs include
staff for an interview.
both four-year and two-year program
McCarthy will begin an hour-long lunch in
ivice-pres
Other total enrollments
the
with
students.
Pres. Neville's office
numbered as follows: the College of
dents and the Deans' Council.
Education, 1,041; Graduate School, 844;
Student Government President Jim
Business Administration. 766; Bangor
McGowan will take charge of the chancelis
y
McCarth
ty College. 411; and the
when
p.m.,
Communi
1:30
lor until
Onwards Program. 40
scheduled to return to his Bangor Office.

Chancellor visits
campus for talks
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mersion
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Student senate debates
reapportionment proposal
Student senators hustled through an
unusually short agenda Wednesday night.
finishing in time to watch the World
and
Boston
Series game between
Cincinnati.
With only two resolutions on the
agenda, the meeting ended in one hour,
half the usual time. The first resolution.
which proposed a district reapportionment
to more nearly approach the "one man,
one vote" principle of the GSS constitution. was tabled allowing senators to
discuss the issue with their constituents.
The proposal stemmed from an allegation
that off-campus students are under represented in the senate.
Jamie Eves of the GSS Fair Election
Practices Committee (FEPC) said the
problem lies with the constitutional
provision which allows one senator for
each 150 students, but creates another
seat for 50 or more students above 150. A
dormitory with 200 residents is therefore
allowed two senators, and a complex of
three similar dorms would be represented
by six.
The number of off-campus students is
divided by 150, which allows only four
senators for every 600 people instead of
six as is the case on campus.
The FEPC recommended that on

campus senators be selected by complex
instead of by dormitory, as this would
reduce the number of on-campus representatives. giving off-campus residents
a voice in accord with the number of
people they represent.
The committee also claims the proposal
will more fairly represent on-campus
students by giving Hilltop complex. the
largest on campus, one more senator, and
cutting one representative from each of
the other four complexes.
The resolution's detractors charged that
certain dorms might not have any senators
if they were elected at large. They also
stated that freshmen would be hurt by the
arrangment as they would be less likely to
know their senators, and thus, less likely
to have input. ,Eves countered that the
situation already exists at the fraternities.
where some houses do not have senators.
Bob Small of Chadbourne Hall suggested a modification of the plan. with
senators elected from each dorm and
addditional elections held at large within
each complex.
Eves claimed this would not alleviate
the overrepresentation problem as dorms
like Hannibal Hamlin and Oak would be
allowed one senator for fewer than 100
residents.

oak

xxiLL
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Officials contemplate court action
eeken
ather

Friday
Mostly sunny (somebody goofed),
high in the SO's. with a 10 per cent
chance of showers.
Saturday
Cloudy. rain likely (back to normal),
high in the 50's to low 60's, low in
the 30's.
.Sunday and Monday
Fair. high in the 50's to low 60's,
low in the 30's.

•trom page one*
action to forcefully evict Coffin and Whorf.
Rideout met Wednesday, Oct. 15, with the
university's chief lawyer, Barnett Shure,
to discuss the merits of seeking a judicial
decision.
Rideout, who is attending a conference
in Boston and is not aware of Whorfs
decision, refused to comment after the
legal conference on the administration's
plans.,
Despite Rideout's refusal to comment
on possible court action. Coffin and Whorf

Correction

What's
on
Friday. Oct. /7
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP—Bangor Room, Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m.
WILDE-STEIN—International Lounge.
Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
MUAB MOVIE—"The Count of Mone
Cristo, 100 Nutting Hall. 7 and 9:30 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE—"The Importance of
Being Earnest," Hauck Auditorium. 8:15
p.m.
Saturday. Oct. 18
VARSITY SOCCER—Maine vs. UConn.
Alumni Field. 10 a.m.
VARSITY FOOTBALL—Maine vs. UConn.
Alumni Field. 1:30 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMANCE—Maine
Masque, "The Importance of Being
Earnest." Hauck Auditorium. 2:15 p.m.
MUAB MOVIE—"The Misfits". 100 Nuttung Hall. 7 and 9:30 p.m.
RIFLE CLUB MEET—Maine vs. Providence College. Military Science Dept..
Memorial Gym. 8 p.m.
MAINE MASQUE—"The Importance of
Being Earnest", 9:15 p.m.
Sunday. Oct. /9
UMMC—Auto Slalom. Steam plant parking lot. 1 p.m.
HOLLY NEAR—Folk concert. Hauck
Auditorium. 2 p.m.
THE FILM MUSICAL—"West Side Story". Hauck Auditorium. 7 and 9:30 o.m.
THEATRE TRYOUTS—For second Maine
Masque production. "Death of a Salesman", Green Room, Hauck Auditorium. 7
p.m.
Vfonday. Oct. 20
FENCING CLUB—Lengyel Gym. 6 - 8:30
p.m.
NRA BLACK BEAR CLUB—Classrotam C,
Memorial Union. 6:30 p.m.
.‘AUP—Guest speaker Pres. Howard R.
Neville. open to all faculty, North Lown
Room. Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
URBAN SPACES 2000—Paul D. Spreiregen speaker. Hauck Auditorium. 7:30
p.m.
GRADUATE CENTER FILM—"Rashomen••. 153 Barrows Hall. 7 p.m.

COUPON SAVINGS

2 for $3.001
This coupon good for
2 admissions to

Hedda Gabler
for only
$3.00
valid only Fri. and Sat.
Oct. 17 & 18
Acadia Reportory Theatre
Main St.. Bangor
Curtain 8 p.m.

Vice President Jack Blake has
pointed out factual errors in an
article published in Tuesday's
Maine Campus (Oct. 14) entitled
"Trustees to decide Capehart sale."
Blake said the article was incorrect in stating that the proposal to
sell Capchart would be presented to
the UM Board of Trustees at their
Dec. 2 meeting, and that he had
hired an appraiser to determine the
market value of the project.
In fact, the Trustees approved the
plan to sell Capehart last spring,
and the university is awaiting the
results of two appraisals before
putting the property out for bid. The
real estate appraisers were hired by
the Office of the Chancellor.
The Campus regrets the errors.

both expected the issue to go to court.
"They were definitely going to bring us
to court, Whorl explained, after he and
his father had conferred with the university lawyer.
Pat Chasse, the UMO disciplinary
officer, commented that "there had been
conterences on the issue with the !
President(Neville) and the University's

lawyers but I don't know who's got the
ball now."
H. Ross Moriarty. director of Residential Life and Housing, refused to comment
on the status of the case because his
department was "not prepared to discuss
the issue." Morrison, refused to comment
on either the possible court action or
Whorf's decision to relocate off-campus.

Damage,thefts noted at Fogler
Damage and theft to Folger Library
books, magazines and other materials
continues although library employees use
extensive security precautions.
"For all the security measures that are
taken here, we still have people walking
out with books and magazines that they
never return," said Frances Hartgen,
head of special collections at the library.
"We have had magazines defaced and
destroyed. We have found holes in the
pages of encyclopedias where someone
just cut out an article with a razor blade.
This is pure vandalism and is done by
people who don't realize the purpose of a
library or who just don't care," Hartgen
continued.
Theft of art work from the walls inside
the library is also a problem. "Paintings
and drawings have disappeared and no
one can explain when or how they were

taken." she said. "This type of theft is
probably done by people who know quality
art, because the pieces taken are ones
which would get the best prices in black
markets," she explained.

Do you have that "lost
and confused" feeling?
Call the BIO 1 Hot Line,
7710, and make an appointment FOR INDIVI—
DUAL HELP.

'ODDS 'N ENDS
STORE

GET YOUR CAR
IN SHAPE
FOR WINTER

110 N. MAIN ST, OLD TOWN
827-5579
12-4:30

NEW SHOP

THE FIRE ESCAPE
Antiques & Treasures
Unusual Collectables
44 Central St Bangor. 2nd floor

tune-ups
mount snow tires all
types of auto repair
VW and Foreign

were $10—now $500
tables
used furniture
beds
stoves
Zicko Drums
refrigerators

THORTON'S SERVICE
167 Center St.. OLD TOWN
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DOWNSTAIRS

Hanson & Brown
Fri-Sat
Mon.—Sat. 11 am. to 1 p.m. Sun. 5 p.m. to 12 p.m.

Gay?
Goode we are too!
You can find us in the drop-in center, weekdays 9-3, Old Town Room, 3rd floor, Union.
There are periodicals, a lending library, lumpy couch, friendly folks, and even free coffee, sometimes.
There's not much traffic on the 3rd floor, so you don't have to come out to come in.
Phone: 581-2571

Wilde-Stein Club Meetings: 7 p.m. Fridays,
International Lounge, 3rd Floor, Memorial Union
Wilde-Stein is People
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Expanded budget improves concerts program
"I think you'll find that this year's
concert series is going to be a hell of a lot
better," said Ken Hillas, chairman of
UMO's student government concert
committee.
Hillas agreed with the general student
feeling that the concert series of the past
few years haven't been as good as they
might have been. "I used to complain to
Bob Webster (last year's chairman) all the
time," he admitted.
Hillas said it has been difficult arranging good concerts at UMO for several
reasons. One reason, of course, is money.
"Last year we had a budget of $5,000,

which is not much to play around with.
This year we have $8,000," Hillas said.
But, he argued, with names like James
Taylor getting $12,500 for one appearance, $8,000 is not much for a year's
worth of concerts.
Another constraint on the committee is
an oral stipulation made by the Student
Activities Board, which allocates the
concert committee's budget from annual
student activity fees. SAB stipulated that
the concert committee should provide
more concerts directed at smaller, more
specified audiences (folk, jazz, blues) as
opposed to large rock concerts.
Hillas said the stipulation is a good

tour
northeast, it does not fall into any
pattern. The committee tries to get bands
who are topping in Boston and have a
day to spare to come up to Maine. Hillas
explained, and for this reason it is difficult
to schedule anything. "If vve were in
Connecticut, this wouldn't be a problem,"
he added.
In spite of difficulties. Hillas is optimistic about the concert program this year.
"We made $900 on Aztec Two Step," he
said,"and I think we'll break even on the
Homecoming concert." Although Hillas is
planning another concert for November.
he said the committee probably will not
have lost any money after this semester,
so there will be more to play around with
then.
After Christmas. "when people have
more money," Hillas ,said he intends to
schedule a big name rock concert for UMO
students, possibly to be held at Bangor
Auditorium, which has a seating capacity
Memorial Union Director Dave Rand
more than double that of the Memorial
him,
to
appeals
the
Union
of
the
idea
said
Gym. The committee hopes to follow that
if space could be found which wouldn't
up with a medium sized concert in either
interfere with any other programs. He
gym or Hauck Auditorium, and will
the
the
for
said it would be more convenient
probably wrap up the series with a small
students to have it on-campus, giving it
"university identification" in the "eyes of 'special interest' concert in Hauck.
"Last year there were only three
people who didn't know what it is." He
all year," Hillas commented.
concerts
to
discuss
said he will meet with his staff
"We're having three just this semester,
options compatible with the Union and the
and three more next semester." He is
coffeehouse's desired atmsphere.
confident they will be able to provide
Dwight Rideout. dean of student affairs,
better quality concerts this year, as well as
said the coffeehouse would be free of
a larger number of them.
administrative influence off-campus, yet
would draw more students if it moved to
the "heart of the campus".
Rideout said he would like to see the
coffeehouse reopened right away because
Thousands of Topics
it "fills a real need of the student
Send for your up-to-date, 160increases
segment." As UMO enrollment
page, mail order catalog. Enclose
it is "difficult to program for diverse
cover postage and
$1.00 to
served.
e
coffeehous
the
which
interests"
handling.
a
He said the primary problem is finding
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
location.
11322 IDAHO AVE., # 206
will
e
still
coffeehous
Spalding said the
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
receive $1,800 in rent funding from
(213) 477-8474
student government if a new place is
Our research papers are sold for
found.

idea, but added, "I think vv e can have
both."
Another major problem facing the
committee is the size of the gym. "It
would be easier if we had a bigger gym,"
Hillas said. "We need a greater seating
The Memorial Gym seats
capacity."
about 2,800 people, not enough to pay
concert costs unless ticket prices go much
higher. "How many people will pay over
five dollars a ticket?" he questioned.
"Routing" is still another issue the
committee has to deal with. When a
group goes on tour, it travels from one
place to the next according to a tour
Because Maine is so far
pattern.

Neville proposes Ram's Horn solution
by Astra Jurenus
The exciled Ram's Horn coffeehouse
faces the dilemma, of falling under
administrative control if it moves either to
a location on campus or back to its former
quarters on Grove St.
Phil Spalding. head of the student
government funded coffeehouse committee, said the UMO administration indicated positive interest in finding a new
location for the coffeehouse. Spalding and
President Neville suggested the coffeehouse comimittee consider a return to the
Grove St. site, under the jurisdiction of
Residential Life and Housing to deal with

Classifieds
SALE 2 SNOW TIRES. Sears Dynaglass 4-ply.
6 00-12 studded, good condition $30 Denny,
206 Estabrooke, 581,7381
MEN—WOMEN, JOBS ON SHIPS' American
Foreign No experience required Excellent
pay Worldwide travel Summer job or career
Send $3 00 for information SEAFAX. DEPT
E-7, BOX 2049, Port Angeles. Washington

the budget and other business aspects.
If finding space on campus falls
through, the coffeehouse may possibly
move back to Grove Street, Spalding said,
although he will "leave no stone unturned" in searching for on-campus
space. He said he doesn't expect the
administration to "chip in money, but
rather support its program."
Spalding said the committee is exploring possibilities of setting the coffeehouse
up in the Memorial Union, but the
primary setback is it doesn't have " a lot
of dead space."
H. Ross Moriarty, director of Residential Life, said since the coffeehouse is a
student-run operation it would be "better
off off-campus." free of university control,
whereas on-campus it would be tied to the
university.
Spalding said the coffeehouse would
lose its automony under Residential Life.
He added Moriarity who thought the
Union would be a good site due to its
central location, offered to help in looking
for possible on-campus space possibilities.

RESEARCH

research purposes only.
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A concerted effort

44f44 111

Open those doors!!
There has been a tendency recently on
campus for certain organizations and persons to
pick and choose what shall be reported about
themselves in this newspaper. They know who
they are.
Case in point: Once again, Mr. Phil Spalding
and the student government-funded coffeehouse
committee he rules. This week there came a
break in the story—a report that they are close
to occupying the Memorial Union attic and a
rumor that President Neville promised
Res idential Life backing for a return to the
Grove St. Site (an offer which one committee
member says was turned down because it would
generate "weird publicity.")
There was a committee meeting Tuesday
night, to discuss Neville's offer and another by
Dean of Student Affairs Dwight Rideout. When
our reporter appeared on the scene to take notes
she was summarily thrown out by Spalding.
Now we must point out the importance of the
continual editorial reference to the committee as
"student government-funded." The
coffeehouse receives and has received for
several years a sizeable allocation to cover rent,
which makes any collective action a "public
proceeding" as defined in the Maine Revised
Statutes, as amended, Title One, Chapter 13,
Subchapter 1, Section 402.

And Sec. 403 declares with certain exceptions
that all public proceedings "shall be open to the
public, and that all persons shall be permitted
to attend any meetings..." Sec. 404 follows by
listing the only conditions under which bodies
and agencies may hold executive (closed)
sessions, including deliberations on "condition,
acquisition, use or disposition of property."
But that isn't all there is to it. Reading
furthur, we see that "No official action shall be
finally approved at such executive sessions; that
executive sessions may be called only by a vote
of at least three-fifths of the members present
and voting; that a motion to go into executive
session shall indicate the nature of the
buisness...and that no other matter may be
considered in that particular executive session."
In the coffeehouse committee fiasco, there was
no motion, and no vote—just expulsion. In our
view, the move was clearly illegal.
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The Title went into effect Oct. 1, and we think
it's a neat little law, with some interesting
reading. We would suggest several folks on
campus read it, for their benefit, for our benefit,
and for the community's benefit.

Commentary

The Bangor area is a rock and roll wasteland.
Anyone at UMO can tell you that. Just look at
the record: only one good big name concert has
been brought to the campus in the last three
years—Chicago in Nov. 1972.
Since the Chicago performance, students
have been presented with a long succession of
lesser names, many of whom put on a fine
show, but did not satisfy the need for a show by
a major rock performer. The one attempt made
since the Chicago concert, Seals and Crofts in
March 1974, was a farce and a rip-off.
According to Ken Hillas of the GSS concert
committee, a change may be in the offing. His
group, armed with its pop-gun $8,000 budget,
has promised to schedule a big name rock
concert for UMO students in the Bangor
Auditorium sometime during the second
semester.
It's about time.
Hillas claims two problems plague the Orono
vicinity in its attempts to draw a big
name—routing and a lack of seats. Bangor, he
says is a bit out of the way for the groups
following a patterned tour, and the Memorial
Gym is too small to hold the masses necessary
to pay for an expensive concert.
Granted Bangor is a bit off the beaten track,
but it does have a good sized international
airport which should alleviate any travel
problems a big group might have. And it does
have the 6,000 seat Bangor Auditorium, which
the UMO concert committee has rented in the
past when presenting a major concert. Any
group smelling $36,000 (six dollars times 6,000
seats) will quickly include Bangor as part of
their patterned tour.
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EDITORIALS
As tor the "special interests", they've had
plenty to satisfy them. Country rock and folk
rock have predominated the concert schedule
the last three years (Jonathan Edwards. Earl
Scruggs, John Sebastian, Seals and Crofts). Its
time for a taste of something else. Everyone
can be satisfied, with a little effort.
Hillas has promised us a bit of everything this
year. Let's hope he comes through.
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by Ursula Aliberti

Raised ire over evening 'fires'
Click...the receptionist's voice projected loudly over they march out like zombies and stand outside freezing
Hancock's intercom system the middle of last week. until the firemen tell them it's okay to go back in.
blaring. "The electrician is checking the fire alarms:
Don't fires happen during the day just as well as
this is not a drill."
,
'
the night? The odds are people will be mot
during
on
my
and
sat
bed
As I
attempted to read an
the
day—in
during
t
building
the
throughou
scattered
assignment, dr-ing sounds echoed continously throughrooms, throwing trash into incinerators, or
out the building at one minute intervals—or at least the laundry
from vending machines. And students who
food
getting
they sounded that frequent.
practiced leaving the building from only their
have
just
and,
down
my
book
put
te.
I
to
concentra
Unable
might have to pause a few minutes to decide how
sitting on the bed, recalled the R.A. meeting first floor rooms
out, if they are anywhere else.
to
get
Hancock had a few weeks ago. A fire marshal was
fire officials feels that fewer students are in
Maybe
n
elected then, and the R.A. briefly went over evacuatio
the dorm during the day, but if it would help alleviate
procedures used in case of fire.
of a fire, wouldn't it be worthwhile to
What does all this mean? Well, it's fairly obvious chaos in the event
of
drills during daylight hours?
couple
a
have
we'll be having a fire drill soon, but we won't have just
in Hancock are so used to late
smen
Most
upperclas
by
one
have
we'll
that
d
almost
guarantee
a fire drill. It's
in bed or figure that as long
stay
either
they
fire
drills
moonlight.
they might as well pop come popcorn and
I've lived in Hancock two years and we've had drills as they're up.
in again.
only at night. with the exception of one in the afternoon party once the fire chief lets them
for one, will sleep with a coat and shoes near by
and one at 7:00 p.m. The latter, however, was merely a
because it's inevitable we'll have a fire drill, and the
false alarm caused by faulty wiring.
are it'll be some night when the frost covers the
odds
The average drill takes place any time between 12:00
ground.
p.m. and 2:00 a.m. when most people are in bed. So
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A call for honest action
To the Editor:

McGowan defends administrators

To the editor
Recently many harsh statements have been made about
various administrators on this
campus. In my opinion, some of
these remarks are quite unfair
to several of the finest people fo
UMO's professional staff.
For example. to call Dean
Rideout from Student Affairs a
"bureaucrat" who only knows
how to follow the rules, is an
outrageously inaccurate and
uncalled for attack on a fairminded administrator. Dwight
has always done everything in
his power to meet with any
request I might ask of him and I
am sure that he has given the
same dedicated service to any
other student who has walked
inte his office in Fernald Hall.
The same must be said for
Joline Morrison in Residential
Life. Both Dwight and Joline,
together with what I feel is the
majority of the other University
of Maine Administrators, serve
to try and meet the needs of
students as they are best able.
Of course, no substitute can be
made for direct representation
by students, for students, which would be the ideal situation.
But administrators in their

capacity must take the entire
University picture into consideration and decide in a manner favorable to the vast majority. This is not to say that there
are no administrators whose
main concern is not with insuring fairness to students and
who repeatedly isolate themselves from student contact and
input. But I am convinced that
this is not the case with either
Dwight Rideout or Joline Morrison.
Sincerely,
James H. McGowan
President
Student Government

To the Editor:
The proposed sale of University owned Capehart units is a
blatently political maneuver to
satisfy the repressive administration of James Longley. A
university should provide family housing for married students, staff and faculty who
desire it. University Park does

Stillwater Ave.. Old Town

LARGEST SELECTION
OF COLD BEER &WINE
8:00-11.00
8 am -12:00
8130-10.00

BANGOR CINEMA

not fill this need and the sale of
Capehart will leave a great void
in the already difficult housing
situation in this area.
We who live in Capehart
respect the university as a
landlord who has shown concern for its tenants. The sale of
these units will allow another
slum lord to raise rents to
inordinate levels.

Freshly-Cut Flowers
Tropical Plants
Imported Gifts

rfia CLa*icf1cnst
TEL: 866-2100
46 Main St., Orono
OPEN
MON-SAT, 9-5

MAIN STREET

945-5308

BEYOND
The

DOOR
demoniac possession lives, and grows...A

and grows...and grows..•anu

Candle Supplies
Dyes- Scents- Molds- Wicks
Wax 55 lb. case $17.00
4.00
11 lb. slab
2.50
1/2 lb. slab
Bangor Hobby 8 Craft
139 State St. Bangor
Mon- Fri 1 to 9

This letter concerns all of you
who live in the dormitories and
eat in the dining halls at
UMO-and I hope you will take
the time to read it. It is about
the way some of the students
you live and eat with are
"ripping off" the dining hall
and laughing about their ability
to get away with it. To some of
us—the hostesses, head waiters
and supervisors—this is no
laughing matter.
The management has told us
if we have any trouble or if
there is a food fight we are to
take their names and they will

Capehart sale:
'a blantantly political maneuver

WADLEICHS
STORE

OPEN
MON-THURS
FRI-SAT
SUN

Editor's note—The article to
which you probably refer appeared in the Tuesday, Oct. .
issue of the Campus. In that
article, you will note that the
&harsh statements - which you
mention were made in quotes
by the students involved in the
eviction issue. In quoting those
students. the Campus in no way
intended to infer that their
opinions were necessarily true.
Such quotes, as well as the
commentary which we printed
on the issue represent the
opinion of the writer and not
that of the Campus staff

Sat & Sun 10 to 5

9

I suggest the administration
reconsider this bold move; after
all when Chancellor McCarthy
moved to Maine and could not
find a place to live immediately,
where did he live? CAPE
HART.
Enough said.

do something about it. What
they did about it last year was
NOTHING. No one seems to
care if the dining hall loses
food, equipment and money,
but they don't like it when we
have to raise our prices because
of the rip offs. The staff
members at the university
might as well be bound and
gagged for all they arc able to
do in the way of discipline or
encouragement of a more stringent disciplinary code.
The group of immature students with no respect for people
or possessions seems to grow
larger each year and the number who stand for honesty,
dependability and hard work
grows smaller. If any of you
students care, let the ,administration know about your concern. It is up to them to come
up with a better policy and they
need the pressure from honest,
interested students before they
will do anything.
I'm not afraid to sign this
letter. The university can fire
me if they like, but this letter is
way over due.
Leona Caron
Supervisor
Wells Commons

Theodore A. Malette

Benjamin's Tavern
123 Franklin St. Bangor, 942-7492

Open lunch Mon.-Fri. (5 Dinner 7-days
Lounge- Good Entertainment
Oct. 22,23; Oat Wi11ie

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE BEAR'S DEN
FRIDAY EVE: Ott, 17
ANDY PERIALE
CHERYL BERG
present an evening of
German folksongs from
9 til 12:00.

STOP IN AND HAVE A DARK BEER
BE FOLKSY

The
Bread Box
is coming!
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Salaries:'an intolerably low level'
In the third installment of the Faculty
Flight Log. the Campus presents the data
being studied and analyzed by Chancellor
Patrick McCarthy's Salary Study Committie. The report is accompanied by several
suggestions by university officials to deal
with the question of where money for
salary increases will come from.
Material collected in the 1970's by the
American Association of University Professors(AAUP) shows that faculty salaries
at UMO fall below the 20th percentile of
universities offering graduate work at the
doctoral level.
Comparisons of University of Maine
faculty salaries with those at other New
England public universities also put
Maine at the bottom of the list, despite
evidence of very high productivity.
The level of productivity at UMO is
reflected in the following statistics.
Student credit hours per faculty rose at
UMO from 259.4 in the fall semester of
1973 to 277.5 in the fall of 1974. In 1975,
with diminished faculty and an increased
student enrollment, the ratio will necessarily be still higher. In addition, a survey
of the College of Arts and Sciences in the
spring of 1975 confirmed the results of a
previous university-wide analysis attesting
to a faculty work week over 50 hours.
These facts become significant when
compared to the available data on time
and student/faculty ratios at other New
England universities. The comparison of
data shows that the UMO faculty work is
equal to or above the productivity level.
quanitiatively measured, in comparab
institutions.
The following graph shows the degree
to which real income of University of
Maine professors has declined in the past
live years, despite increases in real
income in both nation and state:

The following figures are based on an $11,550
average salary in 1969-1970--an approximation of
the university average that year, on the percentage rise in the cost of living (CPI) for 1969-1970,
1970-71, 1971-72, 1972-73, 1973-75. and 1974-75,

Acad
69-70
70-71
71-72
72-73
73-74
74-75
75-76

Year

Cost of Living

Living Adjust

percentage
on the Chancellor's actual salary
figures for increases in 1971-72 and 1972-73, and
other
on the annual increases as announced for
years No other information is required to develop
these figures

Living
U of Maine Faculty Difference
Salary Adjustments Cost Since 69-70

$12.353
$13,151
$13,776
$14,594
$16,446
$18.501

5.65%
5.1%
3.8%
4.75%
10.5%
10%

Kent and Machias to provide citizens with
most of the same educational services
Orono does. With money being directed
away form UMO, the budget is not
increased and faculty salaries stay the
same.
Meanwhile, he noted, Gov. Longley has
put pressure on the legislature to direct
funds toward one central institution. He
prefers to decrease spending on the
outlying university branches and would
even like to turn them into two-year
schools.
Then. Warsehauer said, there are the
.txustees to contend with. He said no one
likes the tuition route, but a moderate
tuition increase is inevitable if UMO wants
to make money to keep its faculty. The
trustees would have to be convinced.
Warsehauer said he realizes the ideal
situation would be a minimal tuition
increase or none at all—but that is almost
impossible at this time, he said, because
the university really needs money.
He said the faculty needs a 12 to 15 per
cent pay raise. He suggested that a good
program would be a moderate tuition
increase to provide 4 or 5 per cent, with a
supplement from the state supplying the
remaining 7 or 8 per cent.
Wausehauer said one of his reasons for
joining the faculty here was because the
salary was competitive with other Institutions. He said it is important early in a
career to look for a competitive school with
regular pay raises. If there is a lack of
money and the school does not award
raises for one or two years. the salary will
never catch up, he added.
He stressed. By next year this time, if
there's no- pay raise, there will in
substantial losses in faculty here to other
schools who have bid them away." He
added. "I really hope they don't chase me
away".

4%
2.36%
4.1%
6%
7%
11%

Cost of living for the previous academic year,
arrived at by averaging the two calendar years
involved a reflected by the Consumer Price Index
(All Items) yearly averages Thus, the 1973 CPI
used is 6 2%, not the December to December
88% The estimated average for the first half of
1975 is 78.s
Adjusted cost of living increase after 20%

A resolution passed. Sept. 15, 75, at the
special meeting of elected faculty
me- nbers. UMO Council of Colleges.
states: "the actions or non-actions of the
University of Maine Trustees, as well as
legislators and state officials, have
reduced the effective salaries of UMO
faculty to intolerably low levels.
"These actions or non-actions have
already and will increasingly result in
faculty resignations as well as demoralization of those remaining, threatening the
very survival of our institution as a quality
university which serves the educational,
cultural, and technical needs of the people
of the State of Maine.••
The solution to this dilemma of
overwork and low pay appears simply to
be more money. But according to State
Rep. John McKernan the only way to raise
salaries is to raise taxes.

$11,500
$12,012
112.
$13,

$13,780
$14,745
$16,220

-$351
-$1136
-$1912
-$2439
-$4140
-$6421

Federal income tax on increase; 2045 is a
conservative average figure
Chancellor's Office actual adjustment percentages, others are as announced
Represents adjustment effective April 1, 1974
It the 2 1 0.0 73-74 adjustment is added into the
previous percentage. the 74-75 percentage
becomes 4 8%

McKernan believes the faculty should
be paid enough to hold them at UMO.
But he is concerned with the overall
impact on the state if taxes arc increased.
He added that the legislative leadership
hopes to undertake a study of the entire
University system.
Mr. Tom Warsehauer, an assistant
professor of finance in the Business
Department, believes one answer to the
low faculty salary problem at UMO would
be a defined state policy on education. He
said the political situation involving
education in Maine is a difficult one.
Warsehauer said that while the legislature believes a majority of its constituents think the university budget is
ample enough. the) are also pressuring
Governor Longley to keep open all the four
year University of Maine branches across
the state. They want the schools in Fort
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SKIS

SPRINT & ROTTEFELLA BINDINGS—SWIX WAXES

selection

WITH SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICES
CLOSE-OUTS — 22 PAIR 1/2 PRICE

in the area

8 Pair Hickory/LIGNA-STONE EDGES
8 pair full Hickory Sole
4 pair BIRCH HICKORY EDGES
7 pair BASS BOOTS

Uniform- Swim Shop
72 Columbia St.

N

We honor
BankAmericard
and Waster Charge

Bangor
945-9813

BICYCLE SALE
MOTORBECAME MIRAGE
MOTORBECAME NOMADE
MERCIER

59 95
Reg 54 95
Reg 4500
Were 34.00

^30.00

Reg

.50
'4 427

'22.5°
22 0°

Clean
$177.50 Now $155.00
$145.00 Now $135.00
$164.00 Now $150.00

2 tires 26x1 3/8 for 5.88
2 tires 27x 1 1!4 for 5.88
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Professor

Associate Assistant
Professor Professor

Vermont

20,388

15,966

Lecturer Instructor

All Ranks

13,059

10,299

15,361
16,444

New Hampshire 21,251

16,417

13,473

9.779

11,415

Rhode Island

22.916

17,370

14,254

13,900

11,171

17.349

Connecticut

26,115

48,457

14,334

13.572

11,804

19,171
21,278
14.881

UMass-Amherst 27,665

20,607

15.989

13.729

13.353

19.636

15.076

12,639

11.460

9.794

UMO

New
England
Average
Salaries

Salaries from Tennessee Survey
Responses

Lowest
Salary

Highest
Salary

Median
Salary

LIMO

17
16
15
11
7
17
11
7
16
16
15
16
13
14
15
17
16
10
16
17
17
15
17
14
17
17

36,018
28.800
27,400
27.200
26,340
28.000
18.500
27.800
29,768
29.500
21.900
27,400
27,400
20,500
21.470
22,000
18,179
19,300
12,324
21.400
16,280
13,630
15,500
15,200
13.700
17,000
14,870
12,800
22 672
14,000
16,200
9,000

60,000
42,000
45,000
43.500
37,368
42,000
31.008
39,500
43,404
42.204
38,376
43,500
39,408
40.908
31,800
36.894
30.360
30,336
26.981
32,000
37,800
31,172
26.215
23.350
22.400
42,500
25.812
26.988
35,000
37,476
28.000
23,100

45,000
35,600
35,000
32.800
28.500
32.575
25,740
34.700
36,000
35,000
26,584
35.500
30,900
29,900
28.000
28,500
22.794
25,010
19.550
26,652
23.269
17.880
21.000
18,170
20,225
34,650
18.715
21,000
29,440
22,4.40
21.476
13,250
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30,000
27,400
30,500
27,200
28.000
20,500
27,800
29.800
29 500
21.900
27.400
28,000
20.500
21,470
22.000
20.400
19,300
16,600
21.500
18,300
15,500
21 600
15.200
21.507
28 140
17,275
12,800
24 BOO
21 100
17 500
9,000

Title
President
V P for Academic Affairs
V.P for Business Affairs
V.P for Research & Public Service
Dean of Graduate Studies
V.P for Student Affairs
Asst to President
Dean of Education
Dean of Engineering
Dean of Liberal Arts
Assoc. Dean of Liberal Arts
Dean of Business Administration
Dean of Life Sciences & Agric.
Dir. of Continuing Education
Dir. of Admissions & Records
Dir. of Libraries
Dir. of Counseling
Dir. of Business Services
Dir. of Purchasing
Dir. of Physical Plant
Dir of Personnel
Dir. of Placement
Dir. of Housing
Bookstore Manager
Dir of Financial Aid
Dr of Health Services
Dir of Conferences & Inst
Dor. of Security
Dir of Development
Dr of Public Relations
Registrar
Coord of Women's Programs
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15
12
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Delaney &
Blue Diamond
GIVING BIRTH
TO A SONG

53.99

Charlie Daniels
Band
NIGHTRIDER
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SPLIT COCONUT
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Sunday Feature

53.99

The Who
BY NUMBERS

SUNDAY ONLY
open: Sun. 12-6
Sat., Mon.-Wed. 10-6
Thur., Fri. 10-8

28 Mill Street. Orono

COLOR TV
POOL-GAMES
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Fri.—Sat.
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Sports

Women's tennis wins twice

Soccer team blanks Bates
Steve Mann and Peter Halligan teamed up
to score Maines only two goals as the
Black Bears defeated Bates College. 2-0,
in Wednesdays soccer action at home.
Halligans goal came at thirty-seven
minutes into the first half when a shot by
Maine's Nick Guadioso sparked a
scramble in front of the Bates goal.
Halligan raced the goalie to the ball and
blasted it into the nets.
The physical first half was plagued with
violations as both teams tried to score.
The violations included a team warning on
Bates and the ousting of a Bates player
and a Maine player for fighting.

Steve Mann's goal came 21 minutes into
the less physical second half. A mix-up in
front of the Bates goal allowed Mann to
unload his first score of his varsity career
from 18 yards out.
Maine controled much of the game
though Bates had many opertunities to
score.
Maine controled much of the game though
Bates had many opportunities to score.
Maine outshot Bates 20 to 10 in winning
their fourth game of the season against
five losses. The Black Beaes will face the
tough University of Connecticut squad at
home this Saturday.

Field hockey team loses first match 2-1
The women's field hockey team, after
sweeping two matches against the
Bowdoin Polar Bears and UMPG, finally
lost their first contest Wednesday at the
hands of UMF 2-1.
In Friday's match the Maine women
outshot their opponent and came away
with a 3-1 victory. Left Inner Paula Noyes
scored to goals and Center-Forward
Lnn Shostak chipped in another to lead
the women to their seventh win.
On Saturday. the team travelled to

UMPG and with the help of Noyes tone
goal) Jane Woodbrey (one goal) and Nita
Lamborghni (One goal) defeated the
defending State Champions and raised
their overall record to 8-0.
But then came Wednesday and the
women suffered their first defeat at the
hands of UMF. The lone scorer for the
Black Bears was Lynn Shostak as the
Maine team came up with fourteen shots
but could only connect on one.
Tuesday. the club plays host to Bates
here at 2:00.

LOSE LBS. FAST!

Picture find

Gift shop

Maine out in fromt to stay by destroying
her net opponent 6-3, 6-1 and Rose
Redmond. playing against Denise Blais of
UMPG won by forfeit. Maine obviously
swept both doubles matches as the first
team of Margie Perkins and Barb Dewitt
came from behind to win 4-6, 7-6. 6-2.
The second tandom of JoAnna Thorpe and
Ann Piech beat Kathy Taylor and Robin
Richard 6-4, 6-4. Eileen Fox, coach of the
women's tennis team said of the victory,
"I didn't even put our top player in". The
netters have only one more regular match
before the states, that being against Bates
here next Tuesday.

HUNTERS!
We have a huge
assortment of
jackets, pants,
and hats in bright
colors to make
your hunting
safer.

A. J. GOLDSMITH

23 Main Street
•

Men's Wear
Sporting Gooas
10 North Main St.. Old Town

Bangor, Me.

The Nicest Cards In Town

GET INTO
SOMETHING THAT
FEELS REALLY
GOOD ...

Twin City
Optician

Kelp- Lecithin- B6
Cider Vinegar Diet
100 tablets
free

tel 945-3484
368 Harlow St
lntown Plaza
Bangor Maine 04401

Reg $595

calorie
counter

the UMO's women's tennis team made
a clean sweep last weekend by defeating
Bowdoin and UMPG. On Friday they
bested the Bowdoin Polar Bears 3-2 in
what proved to be an exciting contest from
start to finish and on Saturday the
racketwomen shutout Portland-Gorham
4-0.
In the first match, number one player
Sue Staples took two out of three sets and
beat Bowdoin's Beth Gerken 6-4, 1-6, 6-3.
Tona Buros kept the contest close when
she unfortunately lost to Laura Lorenzo
7-6, 6-1, but Maine's Rose Redmond
outlasted her opponent 3-6, 7-6, 6-3. and
Laurie Page handily won over Polar Bear
Nancy Donovan 6-1, 6-3.
UMO's doubles team of Margie Perkins
and Barb Dewitt lost two sets 7-5, 7-5, but
the second team of JoAnna Thorpe and
Ann Piech took control and won 6-3, 6-4.
In the second match. Tona Buros put

now

$5.36
Burnham Drug
48n. Main, Old Town

Optician: Sales
and Service

LET LOOSE WHILE
YOU BOWL
WITH A BEER
October 18 & 19
OLD TOWN BOWLING
CENTER OFFERS A
STUDENTS SPECIAL
you and your
friends can bowl for $.40 a
string on presenting your student I.D.
BOWL SAT. 1:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
SUN 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Reservations: 82 -2874 185 Center St.

"Get into our jeans"
Corduroy & Denim Bell Bottoms
Straight Legs & Jackets
Chambray & Sport Shirts
The Greatest selection
of Levi's we have ever
had, and all neatly
arranged by size for
easy shopping.. so
no matter what your
size, shape or taste
"WE GOT YOU COVERED"
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PIZZA - SALAD
Whole Wheat Dough
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FAST — HOT — FREE DELIVERY

86611018
open for delivery
5-12 Mon-Thurs
4-1
Fri. & Sat.
4-12 Sundays
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